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Government Policies and Economic Growth Essay. Words5 Pages. As a society, our standard of living depends on our
ability to produce goods and.

Objectives of Fiscal Policy 3. For the successful working of any democracy, a healthy system of voting is a
sine qua non. If you are feeling ambitious, you can go further, to compare, say, two issues such as tobacco and
alcohol or places such UK Government policy and the policy of another country , but sometimes a simple and
narrow discussion can be as, or more, effective. In this direction schemes like VDIS should be repeated.
Freedom of expression by the press or individual is denied. Inflation is an increase in prices for goods and
services What is Inflation? More than forty parties operate at the national and local levels. Voting: Election or
voting is a distinctive feature of a modern democratic policy. By doing this he can appoint officials that are in
accordance with his perspective and by controlling the state agencies he can modify the interest of them.
Voting is a paramount right of the citizens in a democracy, but the citizens do not fully and honestly discharge
their obligation to vote. A brief history by Pettinger, on the use of fiscal policy, Keynes promoted the use of
fiscal policy as way of boosting growth. Development of these industries has become a responsibility of the
Government of India particularly since the introduction of Industrial Policy,  I tend to set this simple-looking
question for coursework in policy modules: what is policy, how much has it changed, and why? As a
consequence, democracy attracts only those people who are unscrupulous or have little knowledge for
governmental careers. There is only minor difference in the turn-out rate between urban and rural areas. In the
mean time, the Government has constituted a Disinvestment Commission to advise it on how to go about
disinvesting the shares of PSUs. Drones and satellites have allowed us to spy over our enemies and also kill
them. Sometimes they are not always positively impacted on our society and public services; they can be
negative as well. Direct taxes are progressive by nature and most of indirect taxes are regressive in nature.
Role 4. However, the government later reverted to using the fiscal policy in the recession of  The number of
floating or uncommitted votes is gradually decreasing. Political leaders in democracy must be of the people
and not of any class, peasantry or industrial, rural or urban. All politicians have been exploiting community
sentiment since the first general elections in India. Suggestions for Necessary Reforms in Fiscal Policy:
Following are some of the important measures suggested for necessary reforms of the fiscal policy of the
country: i Progressive Taxes: The tax structure of the country should try to infuse more progressive elements
so that it can put heavy burden on the rich and less burden on the poor. Voting behaviour is affected by the
following factors: i Religion: India since ancient days has been predominantly a country inhabited by different
religions. Therefore, it has created a favourable impact on the public and private sector investment of the
country. Usually, questioning of the ideas and practices of the rules is not tolerated. Naturally private sector
cannot take the responsibility to develop these industries. Defections and counter-defections continue. In-spite
of having a huge total investment to the extent of Rs 4,21, crore in on PSUs the return on investment has
remained mostly negative or lower. There is a close nexus between politician, mafia and bureaucrat.
Shortcomings 7. Note that a your description of your research question, and your essay structure, is more
important than b your decision on what topic to focus or concepts to use. As a consequence, Communities are
not feeling safe which results in protests. Their role in elections is conspicuous. If you are a registered author
of this item, you may also want to check the "citations" tab in your RePEc Author Service profile, as there
may be some citations waiting for confirmation. The sole purpose of a government is to act as the
instrumentality of the state. Community feelings had led the Telugu people to demand separate state of
Andhra; likewise hilly people in Uttar Pradesh are asking for Uttrakhand state. Voting is so quantitatively and
qualitatively poor that the whole process of democratic government becomes jeopardized. Growing reliance
on indirect taxes has made the tax structure regressive. It does not allow unrestricted or uncontrolled
associations. How much has policy changed since the s? All going well, it produces a virtuous circle.


